Maria Pia D’Orazi

»?
It is the period of Dance experience series, when the butoh founder Tatsumi Hijikata was collaborating with the modern dancer Kazuo
1

around his research a whole generation of artists coming from different
kind of artistic expression2.
human body as matter, a
essence that movement cannot avoid to be related with. Hijikata found
a clue in violence and eroticism to glance this area. He discovered thus

3

1

named Kinjiki (Forbidden colors) that Tatsumi Hijikata have based on the same novel
All Japan Modern Dance Association.
2

French literature scholar Tatsuhiko Shibusawa, the photographer Eikoh Hosoe and the
3

Cf. Maria Pia D’Orazi, Il corpo eretico

«Teatro e Storia» n.s. 37-2016
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Following this idea to the bitter end, Hijikata come back to his
origin and reached an invisible space where lived-out gestures and obwards the light again, through the dance.
world in the harsh, powerful and uncontrollable wilderness, Hijikata
darkness exist throughout the world»4 he stated. The desire and the
The
that Hijikata realized in the Seventies is
a turning point of his artistic production and the formalization of his
Kazuo Ohno and Akira Kasai. Ohno stopped dancing around 1967 and
when he come back again on stage with Admiring La Argentina (1977),

the same Ohno and Hijikata.
«building butoh is a task that is simple and complicated at once: butoh

5

?
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4
Hijikata Tatsumi. The Words of Butoh, «The Drama
Review», vol. 44, n. 1, Spring 2000, p. 21.
5
6
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time and space», as its present form «is the result of a desperate at7
».
the course of existence. This is how he brought the revolution to the
changing its reference points. The relationship with time and space
lived since the beginning of time; the space isn’t a place we can walk
or her presence. Above all, «dance cannot be made of time and space
alone»

becomes one part of the training. Feeling movement from within is an
act that has to do with the relation between consciousness and matter
At the beginning of the Seventies, when Hijikata is working ex-

Maria Pia D’Orazi, Il demone di Mezzogiorno. A proposito di Trasform’azioni e del
Trasform’azioni, rassegna internazionale di
39; and in Maria Pia D’Orazi,
Prospettive europee e sguardi dal Giappone

, in
http://amsacta.unibo.

it/4352/>.
It appears even in Toshiro Kuwabara, Dance closely related to matter. Kasai Akira
Interview
the book: Akira Kasai, Karada to iu shomotsu
7

Cd-rom, Tokushima, Just

Quotation from Akira Kasai workshop in Rome on 2007, mentioned in Maria
Pia D’Orazi, Akira Kasai, il fantasma di Eliogabalo. Tre studi su Artaud, «Biblioteca
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to build the dance through the spoken word. Hijikata ignites the dance
through words»9
words that were physically real to him», with the aim to «make the
to transform their bodies into objects»10. The result of the constant repetition of these exercises is that «a butoh dancer can transform into
11
.
Hijikata’s verbal stimuli aim at making dancers aware of their
being trapped in pollen and disappear, become transparent, evaporate;
like a leopard with a spine made of light; feeling dead leaves falling inatmosphere. Hijikata imagined his perfect dancer as a skeleton burning
until it turns to coal. Indeed, burning until all muscles are consumed

the object calls a spirit, the dancer’s spirit, which means that a human
being turns into something that is no longer human»12
An individual turned coal, absorbing and then radiating light, lets the particular shape of his skeleton appear. Reduced to coal, he can absorb light – that

rescent object that lights up in darkness, showing its shape as it goes from one

9
10

, cit.
Hijikata Tatsumi. The Words of Butoh, cit., pp. 15-16.

Ibidem.
Tatsuhiko Shibusawa, Hijikata Tatsumi. Plucking off the Darkness of the
Flesh, «The Drama Review», vol. 44, n. 1, Spring 2000, p. 53.
11

12
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made of bones13.

». This
is how Hijikata created his own universe through his own language.
He built his own
practice hide a danger and Hijikata himself seems to have been aware
of it. He confessed that his dance has no teachers, apart from his father
14

dancers who have lived different experiences, Hijikata answers that
them15
On the one hand, «Hijikata constructed his dance piece so that
audience could recall the memories. He didn’t have his dancers re16
. On the other hand, «Ohno is one who
wouldn’t move a single step until he had formed a base of imagination.
He is one who started with imagination and distilled it down to a few
drops of essence, and then he could dance17». But his images are «ex.
.

19

Cf. Maria Pia D’Orazi, Il corpo eretico, cit., pp. 61-62.
Tatsuhiko Shibusawa, Hijikata Tatsumi..., cit., p. 54.
15
Ibidem.
16
Toshiro Kuwabara, Dance closely related to matter. Kasai Akira Interview,
cit., p. 35.
17
Tatsuro Ishii, Artist Interview. A look into the choreographic art of Akira
13

14

19

Ibidem.
Akira and Hisako Kasai,

, «Gendaishi Techo»,
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. And awareness

20

is trained through the imagination.
-

dance.
dition the form of the dance. To overcome this limit, Kasai tried to

in the direction of a “metre” of imagination. That is a kind of “univerWhen he talks about dance, Kasai speaks of two different degrees
of composition: «The work brought onstage, the visible dance, the
art»21
classic ballet, for example, «the piece comes out thorough the building
the idea of the piece itself, and create the performance through improvisational dance sessions»22
as it

20

Tatsuro Ishii, Artist Interview…, cit., p. 10.

21

mentioned in Maria Pia D’Orazi, Il demone di mezzogiorno, cit., p. 43; and in Maria
Pia D’Orazi,
, cit.
22
Ibidem.
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is cannot be enough as a dance piece, even if into the whole butoh con. Then the point

23

.

24

well as the same matter changes25.

begins with «feeling the movement from inside»: Rudolf von Laban,

in esoteric circles, bordering on occultism and therefore little known.
of «the power of words»: for example with the word sea, «the most
fundamental power» of that word is not the meaning, but the fact that
«word can create a sea [in one’s mind]. That is the entire “external
life [within us]»26.
agination moving from the spoken word, just like Hijikata’s butoh-fu
-

23

mentioned in Maria Pia D’Orazi, Il demone di mezzogiorno, cit., p. 43; and in Maria
Pia D’Orazi,
, cit.
24
Ibidem.
25
Cf. Sondra Horton Fraleigh, Interview with Akira Kasai, cit., p. 233.
26
Tatsuro Ishii, Artist Interview…, cit., p. 9.
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ing of images hiding behind vowels and consonants follows a precise
pattern of correspondence between man and universe that has to do
elements, metals, colors. An idea belonging to the origin of mankind,
when sacred dances in the temples re-established the connection between man and the universe.

consonants and vowels of our native language» and «each nation has
.

27

Japanese language and imagination. He no longer refers to his work as
kotodama
to the reading of Kojiki from a kotodama
who lived in Steiner’s time.
Kotodama
the soul
of words; it is the theory of sacred sounds that states that sounds and
words have their own power and their own spirit; kotodama is also a vibration in itself, the resonance preceding thought, leading to the shaption of Japanese language. According to Morihei Ueshiba, the founder
of the Aikido discipline – that he himself described as «the expression
of kotodama» – kotodama
concept of Logos, the original force of Creation determining each and
Kojiki

27
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According to some scholars though, Masumi Oishigori among them,
there is a secret and a hidden rule behind the sound of each sentence.
Kojiki, Masumi Oishigori
re-wrote the text looking at the combination of vowels and consonants.
Kojiki belonged to oral tradition. Each name corre-

to prominence. Masumi Oishigori wanted to bring the text back to the

the elements and contains the elements within itself. Movement corre-

Each vowel, each consonant, creates a different kind of space. Each one
.

and consonants changes in relation to the experience of the Japanese
language. From the point of view of the research on the relation be-
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dox of form, unavoidable on one hand and so often corpse of the living
impulse on the other». Then the point is «how can we receive the past
29

.

30

The lesson of the past

was born, were to be lost.
“interior landscape”, and
To speak of butoh, according to Kasai, three conditions need to
occur, given which even a ballet dancer can be part of butoh: «A dancer

.

31

29
30

Peter Brook, Insieme a Grotowski, Palermo, Edizioni rueBallu, 2011, p. 100.
Idem, p. 101.

31

p. 44; and in Maria Pia D’Orazi,

Il demone di mezzogiorno, cit.,
, cit.
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State, it is the super-national power of computers and information tech-

the past32».
According to Kasai the idea that globalization and computers have

global era is appearance with no content, a sheer lie with no ethics33».
itics and culture, because «art can still create true relationships based
on feelings, and sooner or later culture will begin to protest against the
heartlessness of politics»34.

through the power of the word»35
origin of the body taking form»36.
The word born of the voice is warmth, and telling stories isn’t just
forces directed at who’s listening»37

32

August 2010.
33
Akira Kasai unpublished interview with Maria Pia D’Orazi in Tuscania on
34

Ibidem.

35
36
37

Akira Kasai, Karada to iu shomotsu, cit.
Ibidem.
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and going back to the primeval creating force. Kasai sees two possible
tion preceding the written word» – and the second is the awareness of
and corporal development that overstep the boundaries of dance. Since

can perceive an interior body
end of the path, the work that each dancer is doing on him or herself is

Ibidem.

